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This invention relates to the treatment of extruded> 
polytetrailuoroethylene as it comes 
device. l _ _ 

In the extrusion process, as now well understood, the 
polymer in powdered form is mixed with a lubricant to 
form a paste-like compound which can be extruded in 
a suitable device such as a ram-type extruder. In the 
preferred commercial practice, the compound is ex 
truded vertically downward and `the extrudate passes 
downward by gravity through a treatment apparatus 
comprising a relatively low temperature vaporizing zone 
and a relatively high temperature sinter zone. To re 
move the lubricant, it has been the practice to subject 
the extrudate in the vaporizing zone to an upwardly flow 
ing stream ofheated air which serves to vaporize and 
drive off the lubricant. In the sinter zone, the eXtrudate 
is subjected to a temperature suñìciently high to rsin 
ter the polymer into a homogeneous mass. ` 

In carrying out this process, it is generally desirable 
to effect as complete removal of the lubricant `as pos 
sible. Furthermore, the most efficient lubricants are 
flammable, and it has been necessary to maintain the 
proportion of lubricant vapor to air below the minimum 
explosion limit in order to prevent likelihood of ñre and 
explosion. For these reasons, it has been necessary to 
control very carefully the volume and rate of flow of the 
air through the vaporizing zone. However, despite care 
ful control of the air ilow, the flammable lubricant some 
times catches lire. 
One object of the present invention is to overcome 

these objections and to provide an improved process for 
the treatment of extruded polytetrañuoroethylene. 

I have discovered that it is possible to employ a heated 
inert gas to effect vaporization of the lubricant, there 
by eliminating the iìre and explosion hazard, and elim 

from the extruding 

inating the need for very careful control of the gas s? 
flow. Not only have I found that an inert gas can be 
efficiently employed as the lubricant-vaporizing medium 
but I have also found that a simple structural arrange 
ment can be employed which will prevent any air from 
entering the vaporizing zone. , _ ` 

In the treatment of extruded polytetrañuoroethylene, 
it is desirable to provide a soaking zone immediately 
following the sinter zone to permit equalization of the 
temperature throughout the wall of the extrudate and to 
allow additional time for coalescing of the polymer. 
Without the use of a soaking zone it is very difficult to 
attain a uniform sinter temperature and to hold the ex 
trudate at that temperature for additional time. How 
ever, in prior usages of a soaking zone employing radi 
ant heat diñiculties have been encountered in attaining 
the required temperature control. I have discovered that 
these diiiiculties can be overcome by the use of con 
vection heat transfer in the soaking zone, preferably by 
introducing heated inert gas into this zone >as well as 
the vaporizing zone. 
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vide an improved method 
employed to best advantage »and prior difficulties are 
overcome. ~ _ 

Other objects and features of the invention will be 
apparent from the following ldescription with 'reference 
to the accompanying drawing, in which the single figure 
is a vertical sectional view of a preferred form4 of the 
apparatus employed according to this invention. 

In the drawing, there is shown a hollow vertical tower 
1, preferably in the form of a long rigid tube or conduit 
of circular cross section, arranged below the extruding 
die 2 of an extruding device to receive the extrudate` 3 
as it comes from »the die. The extrudate‘ moves down 
wardly by gravity through the vertical treatment tower. 
In the course of the downward movement of the ex-l 
trudate, it moves successively through the vaporizing 
zone 4 and the sinter zone 5. In the vaporizing zone, 
the lubricant is vaporized and driven off, while in the 
sinter zone the extrudate is subjected to heat radiated 
from the wall of the oven and produced by an electrical 
heating unit `6 which is surrounded by a thick heat-in 
sulating jacket 7. ' 

As thus far described, the apparatus is generally simi 
lar to that previously employed. As hereinbefore men 
tioned, the preferred lubricants employed in the extrud 
ing process are ñarnmable, one such lubricant being that 
known as “varnish makers and painters naphtha.” VIn 
the past, vaporization of the lubricant has been effected 
by heated air flowing upwardly through the vaporizing 
zone, and even though substantially pure air is employed 
and the proportion of lubricant vapor to air is kept well 
below the minimum explosion limit, tires can still oc- 
cur. This comes about because some ̀ of the lubricant 
vapor is driven into the interior of the tubing by the 
heat in the vaporizing oven, and this vapor is ,forced 
by its own vapor pressure to ñow down through the 
tubing `at a rate >faster than the rate of extrusion until 
it escapes from the open end, or if the tubing is a long 
continuous extrusion, until it condenses to a liquid in 
the cooler zones below the sinter oven. When the open 
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A further object of this invention, therefore, is to pro; j 

end of a new extrusion first enters the sinter oven, 1u 
bricant vapor escaping from ̀ this end will usually ignite 
and burn like a. torch. Then again, during an extrusion 
run, if it should happen that'there are any holes in the 

, ¿_ wall of the tube, lubricant Vapor escaping from these 
holes into the sinter oven will likewise ignite. Another 
possibility is that the rate of extrusion may be acciden->` 
tally increased, thus releasing large quantities of lu 
bricant vapor into the vaporizing zone in a short period 

. of time, with the result that the minimum explosionlim 
it is exceeded, causing lire or explosion. 

In accordance with the-present invention, these ob 
jections are overcome by performing yall heating opera 
tions in an atmosphere of inert gas. While this gas, 
may be introduced at the lower part of the vaporizing 
zone, it is preferably introduced through an entrance 8 
at the lower part of the treatment tower. The inert 
gas may be supplied from a conventional gas generator 
9. The gas ñows upwardly through the sinter zone _and 
through the vaporizing zone to an exit 1t) provided at 
the top of the tower. _ - 

The inert gas employed may be nitrogen,jcarbondi 
oxide, superheated steam, or any gas which does not re~_ 
act with the lubricant vapor at the temperatures involved, 
or does not react exo-thermally so as to liberate large 
amounts of heat as in combustion. The gas may also 
be a mixture of inert gases. The preferred gas is a 
typical flue gas, or products of combustion, resulting 
from essentially complete «burning of natural gas, or 
other available fuel, with approximately tlieoreticalair..k 
When using natural gas, the products of combustion will 
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be 'aniixtu'r‘e of -ñitrogëm Ycarbon dioxide and water va 
por. Awith .traces of other gases but virtually «no oxygen. 
The inert gas is supplied at a temperature of approxi 

mately 700° to 750° F. As it passes through the vapor 
izing zone, its average temperature-is about '400° to 500° 
F,. and when ̀it .reaches the exit `1‘0, its temperature is 
about 100° to 150° F. 

‘For ‘effective use’of 'the inert gas, it is necessary lto 
prevent vair `from entering the bottom of the treatment 
tower, and in the ‘apparatus shown, this'is accomplished 
by providing a water trap 11 at ¿the bottom of the appa. 
ratus through which the extruded‘tubing may be passed 
without permitting air to enter. It ‘is practically .iin 
possible to seal the upper end of the tower into which 
the soft extrudate enters, but .I have found that -the 
upper end of the tower may be left open to the air, 
and that this is actually advantageous. The air which 
enters the open end mixes with the inertv gas and-is drawn 
through the exit-10.. This air -has a-cooling elîect, with 
the VYresult that the air-gas mixture drawn through vthe 
exit~10 by ¿exhaust l»blower >12.y has a relatively low tem 
perature of about 100° to 150° 1F. 
.Ashereinbefore indicated, 'the »heat Yfor 'sintering .the 

polymer extrudate in the »sinter zone is transferred largely 
orcntirely by radiation from -the heated walls of Vthe 
oven. The use of radiant heat transfer in the sinter oven 
is commercially ‘desirable because high‘rates of heat 
transfer, lwith corresponding allowable high rates of 
extrusion, are obtainable with> a relatively small _sinter 
oven occupying‘a small vertical height. . Such a radiant 
type sinter oyen, while compact and eñicient, is not easily , 
controlled» Thus., it is necessary .to .Synchronize-Carefully, 
the‘sinter oven wall temperature with the extrusion speed, 
in order to avoid under-signage î9v: cvQr-Sìnteringo? 
thelpolymer extrudate. The higherthe sinter oven `radi 
ant temperature, the faster will be the. properly synchro 
nized legitru'sion, speed -for ideal situering, but the more 

will beA the synchronization. 
Furthermore, it is d 4lrable to provide a soaking zone 

immediatelyY following the sinter `Zone to. permit equal 
iiing'of‘ the'temperature throughout'the wall of the ex 
trudate,.and to Vallow Vadditiólilal time for coalescingrolï 
the'polymer, butfthe reqùircd'ltemperature controly in 
thiszone is very'diñîcult' to attain ifl- radiant heat alone 
isfsupplied. . ' _ . 

v*In'accordance with aïfu'rt'lìen'fefaft'u're'of'thepresent 
if'vention, anl arrangement >is( provided by which the use 
of a soaking >zone is 'madefpo‘ssible'and practical. 'As 
shown in the illustrated embodime'nna soaking'Zo'ne-IS 
is`p’i?ovided below the `sinter ione,l andthe inert‘ï‘ga'sfis 
supplied at the Vlower part of the' soaking 'zone so that 'it 
passes upward through' that zone and then lthro'u'ghtthe 
sinter zone'and ‘the vaporizingzfone. The 'temperature 
òf'theinert gas is Vregulatedl at the gas generator’ so asl 

» to be slightly above the sintering ’temperature of'poly 
tetrafluoroethylene and approximately'at the temperature 
desired in the‘soaking zone. îAs previously mentioned, 
the >gas is preferably supplied'at a Atemperature of approxi 
mately 700° to 750° F. The'movement of thelheia’ted 
inert gas upward is easily attained by‘utilizing Athe 
chimney etîect ofthe vertical tower. ~While the upwardly 
ñowing gas, as it passes through the soaking lzone/and 
the sinter zone, is at or above thev sintering tempera 
ture, Vthe additional radiant heat from a heating unit, 
such las shown at 6, is ordinarilyrequired in the' sinter 
zone to promote rapid rise of ythe extrudate 'temperature 
in ’this`v zone. Some cooling of the inert gas vin the vapor 
izing-zone will ordinarily be required, and if necessary 
cooling-of the ïga-s at the lower -part Íof thev vaporizing 
zone may be e?fectèdby the usefof a cooling coil 14 _to 
which >‘cooling water may Ibe supplied from a` sour'cc‘lS 
by a 'pump 16. VSuch coolingV ofthe 'inert-'gas need 
only be enough to'pre'ventï'ïtooïi'apid volatiliaationfbf 
the lubricant from-the 'extrudateg _a condition lwhich may 
cause bubbling ‘ within -the'frnass òf- the' ëXtrlldatG». . 
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4 
A'fter the extruded tubing leaves the soaking zone 13, 

«itis often desirable ytoeft'ect a sudden, but partial .cooling 
of the tubing through the temperature range of about 
100° F. just below the transition temperature of 621° 
F., in order to limit the growth of crystallinity in the 
polymer. Apparatus for achieving this. sudden, partial 
cooling may consist of a line water spray, a Water mist, 
a _coldgas jet, or other means, and .is shown in the illus. 
tràte'd'embofdiment-as affine water spray 17, supplied from 
the cooling water source '1S by pump 18, and located 
near Athe :top of achamber 19. ‘ 
Whethersuch j'partial .cooling apparatus is used or not, 

the tubing descends through chamber 19 where it is re 
quired to makea turn in order-to pass through the water 
trap, and this requires 'that it be maintained at a sutil 
ciently high temperature so as to «be flexible enough to 
make this turn. To insure sufñcient flexibility of the 
tubing, a gas exit Z0 is provided just above the water 

’ trap,»=so that-@portion of the .hot inert gas will be drawn 
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downward -throughrchamber i19 to .the exit 20 by ex 
haust blower Z1. This gas keeps the chamber, and the 
tubing -within >the chamber, suliiciently warm so that'the 
tubing remains >>flexible Venough >to make the turn. Pref 
erably, about 75%` ofvthe gasñows upwardly from the 
entrance 8, {While 25% is-drawn downward to the kexit 
Z0. Thus, inone embodiment of the apparatus, the inert 
gas A`enters ̀ >throughcntrance `8 at the rate of 2000 cubic 
feetper` hourfand the upwardly iîowing‘gas is at the rate 
of 1500 cubic feet -per hour -while the-downwardly drawn 
gas is 'at the-.rate of 500 cubic feetjper hour, all gas 
volumes >being measured under >the standard conditions 
and‘on a dry (basis. ~ . 
'The 'water trapwshownin vthe illustrated embodiment 
a simple> meanslfor enabling withdrawal ofthe tubing 

whileexcludingair. The Vsame result can be achieved 
in other ways, >as by ,providing a gasket and causing the 
exhaust blower ̀ 21.to.draw..off such air as leaks through 
the _gasket v«If desired, thetubing could be collected 
withinfthe bottom chamberon. a reel, and emptied batch 
wise at the endof a run. 
'Considering 'the over-alloperation of the apparatus 

shown,!the extrudate enters vthe vaporizing zone where 
itis exposed to'heatcd inertgas at fan average tempera 
ture‘of‘approximately '450° Vligand as ittpa-sses downward 
throughï thefr’isíng heatedv inert. gas, it. loses lubricant by 
vaporiz'ati~on.V .It.then_ passes into Vthe .relatively short 
sinterzone'where it isV exposed to inert gas somewhat in 
excess o_f 700°_F., and it also receives radiant »heat from 
the"oven"'wallwhichmay' be at a temperature of about 
1l00° V1:". `Principally as aresult of .intense radiation, it 
is raised`quickly`to approximately 700° F., during its 
passage _through the`sinter oven, Vbut; it may be unevenly 
heated therein. ’It ‘then enters "the soaking zone, still 

In this zone, it 
receives no 'appreciable` .radiation :from the wall but 
itis permitted to‘- approach closely- to the uniform gas 
temperature vof about 700°, a typical desired soaking 
temperature, :entirely by convection heat transfer. lt 
finallyV passes through the cooling zone and out through 
the water trap.  ' 
‘Under nocircumstances can tires or explosions result 

inithlisïsystem;sinceL-no oxygen is present. The sintering 
isachîeve'd ‘both’ rapidly and uniformly and with accurate 
soaking. Furthermore, large‘volumes of inert gas are 
not'l’required, asfin thc case oflheated Yair where large 
volumes-are required to maintain a proportion of air and 
lubricant vapor below the explosive limit. Since most 
of'îthe heat #used'for vaporizing,_and a portion of that 
u's'edï forl'sintering, comes from the combustion of fuel 
rlatlïerS-than` from' electrical energy, substantial ' operating 
economy 'is‘possible 
îWhile a'ï-pr'eferred embodiment of the invention'has 

beenÍdc'Scribed,î-the inventionV -is notl limited thereto-but 
contemplatessuchmodiñcations and further embodiments 
as may occur to those skilled in the art. 
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I claim: 
1. A process for making tubing of polytetrañuoro 

ethylene which comprises extruding vertically downward 
by means of a die a tube of a paste-like compound com 
prising tetraíluoroethylene polymer and a volatile, flam 
mable lubricant, passing said tube vertically downward 
and sequentially through a vaporizing zone, a sintering 
zone, a soaking zone and a cooling zone, introducing 
to said soaking zone a heated inert gas at a rate of about 
2000 cu. ft. per hour and at a temperature of from 
about the transition temperature of the polymer to about 
750° F. and passing at least a portion of said heated 
inert gas successively through said sintering zone and said 
vaporizing zone, vaporizing said lubricant by means of 
said heated inert gas in said vaporizing zone and remov 
ing said inert gas and said vapon'zed lubricant from said 
vaporizing zone, said inert gas having an average tem# 
perature of from about 400° to about 500° F. at the point 
of removal from said vaporizing zone, rapidly heating 
said tube by means of radiant heat from a radiant sur 
face in said sintering zone to a temperature sufficiently 
high to sinter said polymer, the temperature of said radiat 
ing snr-face being synchronized with the rate of extrusion 
to avoid over sintering of said polymer, maintaining said 
tube in said soaking zone for a time to permit equalizíng 
of the temperature through the wall of said tube and 
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coalescing of said polymer, rapidly cooling said tube in 
said cooling zone to a temperature at least about 100° F. 
below the transition temperature of said polymer in order 
to limit growth of crystallinity of said polymer, and re 
moving said tube from said cooling zone. 

2. The process of claim l in which a portion of said 
heated inert gas passes from said soaking zone to said 
cooling zone from where it is thereafter exhausted. 

3. The process of claim 1 in which said tube is cooled 
in said cooling zone by a line water spray. 

4. The process of claim 1 wherein said heated inert 
gas introduced to said soaking zone is at a temperature 
of from about 700° to about 750° F., and the average 
temperature of said inert gas at the point of withdrawal 
from said vaporizing zone is about 450° F. 

» 5. The process of claim 4 wherein said inert gas corn 
prises substantially oxygen-free products of combustion 
of a fuel. 
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